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PREFACE 
 

[Note: Revisions in this edition involved cross correlations to the preceding papers of 
the RTC-TH Community-based Education trilogy.  See Appendix 1 to see how the 
various sections of these publications correlate.] 

• RTC-TH-CbE-2010-1 Community-based Education 
• RTC-TH-CbE-2010-2 Basic Study Skills 
• RTC-TH-CbE-2010-3 Guide to Self-Learning 

 
The articles in this compilation were developed over a number of years and 

places.  The 29 years of teaching are one part of my work experience.  Some of the 
teaching was in non-traditional settings (e.g. onboard ships at sea, store front spare-
time adult schools, and in farm fields). 

It takes self-discipline and determination to derive the full benefit of this Self-
Learning Guide. It supplements the RTC-TH Basic Study Skills guide.  Community-
based Education (C-bE) is an alternative method of learning.  It is in the spirit of self-
sufficiency and sustainability that individuals not be solely dependent of government 
or other organizations to provide educational services.  C-bE and self-learning are 
not intended to replace traditional schools.  The goal is to supplement institutional 
learning, to enhance the quality of education and to empower people to learn and to 
improve their lives. 

 
Note: The RTC-TH Self-Learning process is a supplement to the overall Community-based 
Education model.  Please take time to read / review the RTC-TH publication CbE 2010-1 
Community-based Education available at http://www.neighborhoodlink.com/RTC-TH_Tech/  
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Community-based Education 
 

A Guide to Self-Learning 

www.neighborhoodlink.com/RTC-TH_Tech                                                E-mail: rtc2k5@gmail.com 
Community-based Education of, by, and for the People 

 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The RTC-TH believes people should become their own best teacher and to 
become life-long learners.  These are the true keys to empowerment.  Education is 
the foundation for empowering people to think critically, to make effective decisions, 
and to achieve results. 

RTC-TH training is often outdoors using hands-on, interactive Practical 
Applied Lessons (PAL) combined with “Teach Backs”. This non-traditional 
instructional approach integrates all learning modalities--- auditory, visual, and 
kinesthetic---with a shared sense of learning and empowerment. 

This paper contains some basic tools you can use to assess your learning 
without taking stressful exams.  No one has to see the results but you.  So long as 
you can face the truth about yourself, you can take action to make progress.  That is 
how you improve.  You don’t need others to tell you what to do.  You need to 
motivate yourself to act based on careful thought.  When you do this on your own, 
you are a responsible individual. 
 

1.1 The RTC-TH C-bE Self-Development Model: The RTC-TH Community-based 
Education model (C-bE) strives to develop a whole individual: Heart, Mind, and 
Body.   
• Heart: We feel that a person with a “good heart” is a good person.  This provides 

the basic inner drive to do good things in the world.  It is the fundamental driving 
spirit and force behind all that we do in the RTC-TH. 

• Mind: A good mind is the key asset of a good learner. When applied to solving 
problems using critical thinking and practical application, a good mind in a good 
person results in a good worker. 

• Body: A good body is fit and able to do the work for a person with a good heart and 
mind. A good heart and mind can overcome physical bodily limitations to make a 
person a good worker. [Note: The “good body” does not necessarily exclude people 
who maybe be “challenged” by imperfections.  A “good body” is primarily the home of 
a good heart and a good mind.] 

 

Heart Mind Body 
• Integrity / Ethics 
• Dedication / Devotion 
• Compassion / Empathy 
• Unselfishness / Altruism 

• Knowledge 
• Skills 
• Pragmatism 
• Critical Thinking 

• Health 
• Fitness 
• Nutrition 
• Prevention / Protection 

 

Community-based education is centered on the family. Teachers are people who have 
knowledge and skills and who are willing and care to share them with others.  RTC-TH 
learning activities strive to incorporate a balance of creating opportunities for you to 
develop as a good person.  The world is as “good” as you see it.  It can always be made 
“better” through the efforts of good people.  There seems to be a chronic shortage of 
truly “good” people on our planet---and usually an over abundance of people that could 
“use improvement.”  
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1.2 Some Guiding Principles: In addition to the RTC-TH Self Development Model, 
the following ideas are also utilized:  
 

Note: The RTC-TH Self-Learning process is a supplement to the overall Community-based 
Education model.  Please take time to read / review Section 3.0 “Guiding Principles of RTC-
TH Community-based Education” in RTC-TH publication CbE 2010-1 Community-based 
Education available at http://www.neighborhoodlink.com/RTC-TH_Tech/pages  
 

1.2.1 The 5 Basic Buddhist Sila:  
• I will refrain from destroying living creatures.  
• I will refrain from taking what is not given.  
• I will refrain from sexual misconduct.  
• I will refrain from incorrect speech.  
• I will refrain from intoxicating drinks and drugs which lead to carelessness.  
 

1.2.2 The Kalama Sutta: 
• Rely not on the teacher/person, but on the teaching. 
• Rely not on the words of the teaching, but on the spirit of the words. 
• Rely not on theory, but on experience. 
• Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard it. 
• Do not believe in traditions because they have been handed down for many 

generations. 
• Do not believe anything because it is spoken and rumored by many. 
• Do not believe in anything because it is written in your religious books. 
• Do not believe in anything merely on the authority of your teachers and elders. 

But after observation and analysis, when you find that anything agrees with 
reason and is conducive to the good and the benefit of one and all, then accept it 
and live up to it.                                           -----as taught by Shakyamuni Buddha 
 

[Note: It is said Shakyamuni Buddha cautioned his students not to believe even 
his words JUST because he spoke them.] 

 

1.2.3 Mutual Respect, Mutual Benefit: The RTC-TH is also guided by the principles 
of mutual respect and mutual benefit.  This fosters a win-win rather than a win-lose 
approach.   One key practice of this principle is Thumper’s Dad’s Rule: “If you ain’t 
got nothin’ nice to say, don’t say nothin’ at all.”  Mutual respect, mutual benefit 
fosters a more positive and constructive learning environment. 
 

1.2.4 Network Rather than Not Working: The goal of the RTC-TH is to empower 
people through education and the sharing of information.  The true power and value 
of knowledge and information is fully realized when it is shared.  Sharing resources 
creates synergistic effects and builds a sense of community.  An important aspect of 
the Geographic Systems Model is understanding the connections and relationships.  
The RTC-TH prefers to network with other community organizations rather than to 
not work.  No one organization can do everything.  By networking with other groups 
with different purposes, specialties, resources, and knowledge, the RTC-TH can 
keep its focus and do what it does best. 
 

1.2.5 Putting the Earn into Learn: The RTC-TH believes in practical application of 
knowledge.  Thus, academics are fully integrated with hands-on field activities 
conducted outside the box of the classroom. This effectively combines classroom 
study with real work as the pragmatic proof of mastering the lessons.  The goal is to 
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empower students to become viable community members capable of contributing to 
the economic sustenance of their families and communities. 
 

1.2.6 Learn Something New: Strive to learn something new each day.  Be open to 
new ideas and different points of view.  If you can do this each day, learning will 
become a life-long activity.  There is a saying: “Minds are like parachutes; they both 
work best when they are open.”   
 

1.2.7 Use It or Lose It: Facts, knowledge and skills learned but not used will be lost.  
If you don’t use it, you will lose it.  RTC-TH uses Practical Applied Lessons (P.A.L.) 
relevant to local conditions and needs so all participants can see how their education 
helps them in daily life. 
 

2.0 Learning and Problem Solving 
 Many great philosophers urged students “to know thyself”.  We feel learning is 
a very personal endeavor.  As such, it can be a very unique experience.  What works 
for one person does not guarantee results for another.  Each person needs to find 
their own “best” way to learn.  Each of us must balance our individual life within our 
local community of other individuals and groups of individuals. 
 

2.1 Your Learning Style 
Do you learn better by seeing, hearing, or actively doing?  Are you right or left 

brain dominant?  We don’t claim to be professional psychologists (or even amateur 
psychologists).  But many ancient philosophers advised people “…to know thyself.”  
Research shows people learn differently.  Everyone’s brain is unique.  So the more 
you know about yourself and the way you learn, the better a teacher you can be for 
yourself.   

The summary tables presented below give you some insight to different 
learning styles.  Be careful not to pigeon hole yourself or limit yourself by these 
labels.  And please, don’t let these summary tables be definitive and conclusive 
results for your learning style.  A better conclusion from reviewing these tables is that 
“you tend to be more like” a particular style of learner. Seek to enhance your learning 
by developing facility in the other learning styles as well as the one that seems to fit 
you.   
 

Visual Auditory Kinesthetic 
You learn best by seeing the lesson 

as a demonstration or with many 
pictures, diagrams, and drawings. 

You learn best by hearing the 
lesson as an oral or verbal 

presentation. 
You learn best by doing the lesson 

hands on, interactive. 

Visual learners tend to: 
• be good at spelling but forgets 

names. 
• need quiet study time. 
• think awhile before 

understanding lecture. 
• dream in color. 
• Understands / likes charts. 

• Likes to read to self out loud. 
• Is not afraid to speak in class. 
• Is good at explaining. 
• Remembers names. 
• Enjoys music. 
• Is good at grammar and foreign 

language. 
• Reads slowly. 
• Follows spoken directions well. 
• Enjoys acting, being on stage. 
• Is good in study groups. 

• Likes role playing  
• Likes science lab. 
• Studies with loud music on. 
• Likes adventure books, 

movies. 
• Takes breaks when studying. 
• Builds models. 
• Is involved in martial arts, 

dance. 
• Is fidgety during lectures. 

 

If you have access to the internet, search for free websites with online activities to 
help determine your learning style and for insights about that learning style.  Better 
websites will provide suggestions of how to develop your abilities in your less 
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dominant learning styles.  [Note: See Appendix 2 for a self0diagnoist activity to help 
identify your learning and thinking style.] 
 

[Note: It is beyond the scope of this Guide to attempt to determine your learning 
style.  The comments in this paper are for general awareness only.  If you have 
specific questions about these matters, please seek out a professional Educational 
Psychologist.]  
 

Some Characteristics of 
Right-Brain Learners Left-Brain Learners 

• You take notes but lose them. 
• You are good with people 
• You don't fall for practical jokes as easily as some 
• You seem dreamy, but you're really deep in 

thought 
• You like to write fiction, draw, or play music  
• You like mystery stories 
• You take time to ponder and you think there are 

two sides to every story 
• You are spontaneous  
• You’re fun and witty 
• You are unpredictable 
• You get lost  
• You are emotional 
• You don't like reading directions 
• You read lying down 
• You are philosophical You may have a hard time 

keeping track of your research 
• You might have a hard time making up your mind 
• People may have told you you're psychic 
• You might be athletic 
• You may lose track of time 
• You may find it hard to follow verbal directions 
• You may listen to music while studying 
• You may be interested in “the unexplained” 

• You probably work with a To-Do list 
• You like to be the critic in class 
• You're good at math or science 
• You are rational and logical 
• Your research is precise and well-documented 
• You set goals for yourself 
• You can interpret information well 
• Your room is orderly 
• You can answer questions spontaneously 
• You follow directions and you do read directions 

(unlike some people)  
• You aren't touchy-feely 
• You can listen to a long lecture without losing 

patience 
• You don’t let feelings get in your way 

 

There is a danger of using this knowledge to rationalize why you may not be 
learning well.  Resist this temptation.  Rather than to say you are a particular style of 
learner, consider this an opportunity to be aware of your need to strengthen the use 
of other learning styles to enhance your ability to learn.  Rather than to limit yourself 
as being “right” brained, consider taking steps to develop your “whole” brain. 
 

2.2 Problem Solving Checklist 
 When confronted with a problem, it is a good idea to fall back on a systematic 
approach.  You can adapt the general problem solving approach used in Algebra as 
the foundation for all effective problem solving.  As in Algebra class, record each 
step in the process.  If you have errors, it will be easier to find and correct them. 

The common problem solving methods can be used in various combinations.  
It really depends on you and the problem you are trying to solve.  The table below 
shows how these problem solving methods could be inter-related.  This summary 
table may not show all possible combinations.  You are limited only by your 
imagination.  Consider this a starting point for discussion.  Don’t worry about any 
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particular combination as being “right” or “wrong”.  The key is to find combinations 
that help you solve the problem. 
 

Problem Solving Checklist (Part 1) 

1) clearly state the problem;  • List what is give 
• State the assumptions 

2) identify the variables;  • List the variables 
• Note any units of measurement 

3) state the relationships between the variables; • Know which are independent / dependent 
4) determine a problem solving strategy • Attempt to write the equation or formula 
5) attempt the solution and identify alternative 

solutions;  
• Substitute values for the variables 
• Solve the equation 

6) check or validate the solution or solution 
alternatives 

• Carefully review your calculations for any mathematical 
errors 

Problem Solving Checklist (Part 2) 
Use or make a 

table 
• Helps to see patterns or relationships between variables 
• Relational matrices are special types of tables (e.g. a train or bus schedule) 

Make an 
organized list 

• A good way to be sure you have identified all the variables 
• Organized lists can lead to classification / reclassification which can help detect patterns 

Guess and 
Check 

• Helpful when dealing with calculations 
• This method is very useful shortcut to complex calculations to see if you are in the “ball park” 

Look for a 
Pattern 

• Visual detection is an obvious start 
• Consider using Location, Scale, Time from the Geographic Systems Model to systematically array 

criteria to use in searching for patterns 
Draw a Picture 

or Diagram 
• A picture is worth a thousand words 
• Useful to help identify relationships between variables 

Work Backward • “Deconstruct” the result to identify the variables, processes, and sequences. 
• Use the General Systems Model and outline in reverse 

Use Objects 
• Good for complex problems 
• Using / manipulating physical objects helps when it is hard to visualize the variables in your “mind’s 

eye” 
Use Logical 
Reasoning 

• Use the General Systems Model and outline as a template 
• Use organized checklists to lead you to “cause / effect” relationships 

Make it simpler • Reduce problem to most direct relationships at a general level 
• Add details AFTER you have a general solution set 

Brainstorm • Use at the start of very complex problem when you have no idea where to begin 
• Use when you are stuck and haven’t been able to solve a problem 

 

Problem Solving 
Integration Matrix 
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Use or make a table  X  X  X  X X X 
Make an organized list X  X X X X X X X X 

Guess and Check  X     X  X X 
Look for a Pattern X X   X X X  X X 

Draw a Picture or Diagram  X  X  X X X X X 
Work Backward X X  X X  X X X X 

Use Objects  X X X X X  X X X 
Use Logical Reasoning X X   X X X  X X 

Make it simpler X X X X X X X X  X 
Brainstorm X X X X X X X X X  

     This summary table is a sampling of how you might combine various problem solving methods to deal with more difficult 
or complex problems.  In reality, you are free to use any combination or number of methods in your efforts.  You are limited 
only by your imagination.  The basic idea is to use the methods you feel are the most appropriate to meet your needs. 
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Problem Solving Checklist (Part 1) 
     Use this section of the checklist to begin the problem solving process.  

1) clearly state 
the problem 

Key words of the problem  

Key assumptions  

2) identify the 
variables 

Independent  

Dependent  

3) state the 
relationships 
between the 
variables 

Key words of the problem  

Based on assumptions  

4) determine a 
problem solving 
strategy 

(Pick one or more from 
Part 2)  

5) attempt the 
solution and 
identify 
alternative 
solutions;  

Primary 
(Based on 
#3 & 4 
above) 

 

Alternatives  

6) check or 
validate the 
solution or 
solution 
alternatives 

Primary (Must be 
consistent 
with #1-3 
above) 

 

Alternatives  

Problem Solving Checklist (Part 2) 
     Use this section of the checklist to remind yourself of other problem solving methods you 
might use.  Check off the methods as you apply them to the problem in Part 1 of this form. 

 Use or make a table  Work Backward 
 Make an organized list  Use Objects 
 Guess and Check  Use Logical Reasoning 
 Look for a Pattern  Make it simpler 
 Draw a Picture or Diagram  Brainstorm 
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2.3 IT-IS Literacy Inventory Matrix 
 This is an adaptation of the IT-IS Literacy diagram to help you know the 
particular Information Technology (hardware, firmware, or software) and Information 
System (integrated system of hardware, firmware, and software) for your major or 
discipline.  When you see particular items showing up in more than one area, it is a 
sign of the multi-functions or integration of those technologies.  For example, a 
spreadsheet program (e.g. MS Office Excel) could be used as a data base, a data 
processor, as well as prepare presentation graphics of the processed results. 
 The example below shows a possible IT-IS Inventory for a Geography Major.  
Keep in mind, the example is not iron clad.  Technologies change over time.  And in 
some cases, there may be numerous vendor specific items for any particular 
category or item in the IT-IS model. 
 

Sample IT-IS Literacy Inventory Matrix: Geography Major 
TEXT 

• Library References: Internet search engines, electronic cataloging systems 
• Word Processing: MS Word 
• Desk Top Publishing: Quark or Adobe Illustrator 
• Type Setting: True Fonts 

Graphics 
 

• Clip Art & Sketch Pad 
(Photography): On-line clip 
art, Drawing function in MS 
Word, Picasa 

• Statistics & Surveys: 
Graphing function in MS 
Excel 

• Desk Top Publishing: Quark 
or Adobe Illustrator 

• Type Setting: True Fonts 

 

Tabular & Numeric 
 

• Data Base: MS Excel 
• Spreadsheets: MS Excel 
• Scheduling & Calendars: 

Personal planner 
• Statistics & Surveys: MS 

Excel, GIS 

Communications & Audio Visual 
• Communications Technology: computers, modems / routers, LAN, Wi-Fi 
• Photo & Video Technology: cameras and editing software 
• Audio Technology: voice recording / editing software 
• Interactive Multi-media Technology: VoIP, video conferencing, MS PowerPoint 

 

 You begin the process of identifying the IT-IS items for your situation by 
reviewing your course materials / textbooks, talking with your teachers, looking at 
relevant professional journals, and attending workshops and seminars in your field.  
Ask working professionals about the IT-IS applications on the job.  Use all of this 
information to prepare yourself to enter the ranks of the employed. 

Remember, IT-IS Literacy takes place at 2 different levels: awareness and 
proficiency.  Being aware means you know enough about the concepts, functions, 
and vocabulary to effectively communicate with IT-IS specialists to get their 
assistance so you can get your work done.  IT-IS proficiency means you have not 
only the awareness, but the knowledge and skills to effectively use IT-IS tools to 
effectively get your work done. 

Use the blank form to conduct your initial IT-IS inventory.  Keep the form 
clean to make copies for future and periodic reviews.  Technology changes and you 
may need to update your skills. 
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IT-IS Literacy Inventory Matrix:  

TEXT 
 

 
 

Graphics 
 
 

 

 
 

Tabular & Numeric 
 
 

Communications & Audio Visual 
 

 

3.0 Looking Inward 
RTC-TH lessons and activities tend to be outdoors.  This is literally getting out 

of the box of the classroom and the campus.  The trips can be around the block or 
corner, a group of friends on a picnic, a volunteer community service event, or 
international educational travel, or a combination of one or more of the above.  At the 
same time, we encourage you to also think and going inward; to personalize the 
learning and to reflect on the effect of the learning on yourself.  The tools used on 
RTC-TH activities consist of: 

• The Trip Self-Interview 
• Trip Journal 
• Trip Evaluation / Feedback Form 
• The Learning Log 
• The S.C.A.N.S. Checklist  
• Self-Evaluation 
• The Teach Back Log 

Samples of each of these forms are included in the following sections of this paper. 
 

3.1 The Trip Self-Interview: This form asks a set of three questions Before, During, 
and After the trip.  You might get an interesting view of yourself and your learning. 
This form is used as a guide to self-learning assessment.  It helps you to reflect on 
the trip.  It asks you questions that make the trip more personal.  More details about 
the trip will be recorded in the Learning Log and the Trip Journal page.  Keep these 
papers together and you have the beginnings of a “standard” trip report.  You can 
use this for school or for your personal life history. 
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[Note: Keep the blank form of the Trip self-interview clean so you can use it to make 
copies for future trips.]  
 

3.1.1 A Perspective on the Trip: Sometimes progress in learning seems slow.  So 
here is a way for you to monitor your educational progress during the course of one 
trip. 
• Before the Trip (Column A): The Self-Interview begins BEFORE the trip by 

getting you to write down your thoughts and expectations.  There are three 
questions to ask.   
o Question One asks what do you think or imagine when you hear the name of 

the destination (where you are going)? 
o Question Two focuses on the learning objective for the trip.  When you plan 

your own trip, you need to make up your own lesson or educational purpose 
to accomplish on the trip.  You are supposed to become your own best 
teacher, right? 

o Question Three also deals with learning, but this learning may not be 
associated with the “formal” lesson of the trip.  This more personal.  After the 
trip, it asks what you learned about yourself. 

• During the Trip (Column B): The Self-Interview continues DURING the trip.  
Take time about half way through the trip to answer the three questions.   
o Question One asks what impressed you about the destination since you 

arrived. 
o Question Two deals on the learning objectives for the trip.  So you are asked 

to write about your impressions of a particular lesson. 
o Question Three also asks what you learned learning during the trip.  And if 

you learned something you didn’t expect to learn.  This is a way to see how 
open you are to learning new things, not just what was planned. 

• After the Trip (Column C): The Self-Interview ends AFTER the trip by getting 
you to write down your reflections about your experiences.  There are three 
questions to answer.   
o Question One asks you to list the most memorable things about this trip.  

They may or may not have anything to do with the planned lessons.  This is 
purely your opinion of what caught your attention. 

o Question Two focuses on the learning objective for the trip: What did you 
actually learn from going on the trip?  (It doesn’t matter if what you learned 
was planned or an unexpected “surprise or bonus”.  It is important to 
recognize your learned something.) 

o Question Three also deals with learning, but this personal learning: What did 
you learn about yourself because of this trip. 

 

3.1.2 Use with the Other Self-Learning Tools: The Trip Self-Interview is not used 
in isolation.  Combine the Trip Self-Interview with the following: 

• Trip Journal. 
• Learning Log 
• Teach Back Log 

 

A sample Trip Self-Interview form for a trip to the Nan River is shown on the 
next page.  As you can readily see, it is very easy to adapt to almost any field trip.  
There are no “right” and “wrong” answers, so students should not feel stressed out to 
answer the questions. [Note: Keep the blank form of the Trip self-interview clean so 
you can use it to make copies for future trips.].
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 Sample Trip Self-Interview Form: ________Nan River Trip_______________________ 
Column A: Before the Trip Column B: During the Trip Column C: After the Trip 

List 3 or more things that come to your mind 
when you hear the name _Nan River_? 

List 3 or more things that most impressed 
you about _the Nan River_ since you 
arrived. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List 3 or more memorable things about this 
trip.  (Think of things you will remember 2-3 
years from now.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List 3 or more things that come to your mind 
when you hear the word __river__? 

List 3 or more things you didn’t know (before 
this trip) about _the Nan River_? 

List 3 or more new things you learned about 
_the Nan River_ as a result of this trip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List 3 or more things you want to learn from 
this trip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
©2013, G. K. Lee.  All rights reserved. 

List 3 or more things you learned or that you 
did not expect to learn so far on this trip. 

List 3 or more things that you learned about 
yourself on this trip. 
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 Trip Self-Interview Form: _______________________________ 
Column A: Before the Trip Column B: During the Trip Column C: After the Trip 

List 3 or more things that come to your mind 
when you hear the name ___________? 

List 3 or more things that most impressed 
you about ____________ since you arrived. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

List 3 or more memorable things about this 
trip.  (Think of things you will remember 2-3 
years from now.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List 3 or more things that come to your mind 
when you hear the word ____________? 

List 3 or more things you didn’t know (before 
this trip) about ________________? 

List 3 or more new things you learned about 
_______________ as a result of this trip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List 3 or more things you want to learn from 
this trip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
©2001, G. K. Lee.  All rights reserved. 

List 3 or more things you learned or that you 
did not expect to learn so far on this trip. 

List 3 or more things that you learned about 
yourself on this trip. 
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3.2 Trip Journal: Use the Trip Journal to record your thoughts and feelings about 
your experiences.  The Trip Journal to add more detail to comments you made in the 
Trip Self-Interview.  You can keep this private.  You do not have to share this with 
others. 

 

Community-based Education 
 

Trip Journal Page 
By: 

Community-based Education: From, To, and By the People 
Place:  Date: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attach any photos to the back of this page or use the space for sketching.
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3.3 The Learning Log: This form is used most often with specific lessons.  But you 
can adapt it to any learning activity you like.  It asks three simple questions about the 
lessons you had during the trip.  The purpose is to make you think about what you 
learned and what it means to you on a personal level. 
 

 

Community-based Education 
 

Learning Log 
By: 

Community-based Education: From, To, and By the People 
Complete the necessary information in the boxes on the left.  Learning logs are used to A) give 

you a chance to think about what you learned; B) give you another way to ask questions about the 
lessons.  If you fully understand the lesson, write “no questions at this time” in answer to the item “What 
I did not understand about the lesson.”  After the lesson, get a Program staff member to review your 
log, answer any questions, and to sign the “Verified by” box.  Keep this log in your notebook. 
 

Lesson Comments Verified by 

Lesson: 
 
 
 
 
 

Taught by 
 
 

Date 

What I learned that I didn’t know before. 
 
 
How can I make use of this new knowledge? 
 
 
 
What I didn’t understand about the lesson? 
 
 
 

 

Lesson: 
 
 
 
 
 

Taught by 
 
 

Date 

What I learned that I didn’t know before. 
 
 
How can I make use of this new knowledge? 
 
 
 
What I didn’t understand about the lesson? 
 
 
 

 

Lesson: 
 
 
 
 
 

Taught by 
 
 

Date 

What I learned that I didn’t know before. 
 
 
How can I make use of this new knowledge? 
 
 
 
What I didn’t understand about the lesson? 
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3.4 The S.C.A.N.S. Checklists: This set of 4 practical lists helps you monitor your 
educational progress relative to job preparation.  The items on the checklists are 
specific knowledge and skills / abilities employers expect of workers.  You can use 
S.C.A.N.S. to better prepare job application letters, resumes, self-evaluations / job 
evaluations, and to see how well prepared you are for a job or a new course. 
 

 The RTC-TH firmly believes everyone should learn to become their own best 
teacher.  Learning needs to be applied to a tangible goal.  For many, one practical 
goal is to get a job.  The RTC-TH uses the S.C.A.N.S. checklists, developed by the 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, as a 
practical self-assessment learning tool.  You can use the S.C.A.N.S. checklists to 
find out what you know, what you learned, and how your education is progressing to 
enable you to develop and have practical job skills. 
 

3.4.1 Use S.C.A.N.S to Monitor Educational Progress: Keep this copy of the 
S.C.A.N.S. checklists clean so they can be used to make other copies.  Make it a 
point to use these lists to periodically assess your educational progress and job 
readiness.  For example, 

• Do a pre- and post S.C.A.N.S. inventory for each lesson or course completed; 
• Do a S.C.A.N.S. inventory at the start and end of each semester or each 

school year; 
• Use your record of S.C.A.N.S. inventories to determine if you meet the 

prerequisites of the new course.  Set yourself up for success by being well 
prepared.   

• Review your periodic S.C.A.N.S. inventories over time to determine your 
professional development and to monitor your life-long learning goals. 

 

3.4.2 This is What Employers Expect Workers To Do: S.C.A.N.S. is the result of a 
nationwide survey of large and small companies.  Essentially, the U.S. Dept. of 
Labor wanted to find out what employers expect newly hired workers to do.  The 
results are the four lists included in this paper.  Use these lists to: 

• Use the S.C.A.N.S. checklists to inventory a job description to see if you meet 
the qualifications.  You can increase your chances to get hired if you know 
you are qualified.  Use the results to write your resume and application cover 
letter. 

• Use the S.C.A.N.S. checklist to review and analyze job descriptions for 
positions that interest you especially for advancement.  Use this insight about 
the job combined with your past S.C.A.N.S. inventories to revise and update 
and tailor your resume and cover letter for job applications.  Your cover letter 
and resume will be much stronger and seen as being more directly applicable 
to potential employers.  Do a S.C.A.N.S. inventory at the start and end of 
each job or each year at a job. How good a worker are you?  If there are 
things on the check lists you cannot do, perhaps you need to learn how to do 
them.   

 

Use S.C.A.N.S. to know yourself and your capabilities and pave 
the way to your personal success and achievement. 
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Community-based Education 
 

The S.C.A.N.S. Self-Assessment 
(U.S. Dept. of Labor, Secretary’s Commission on Acquiring Necessary Skills) 

Community-based Education for Self-Sufficiency and Sustainability for Small Rural Family Farms 
 

 
Name: __________________________________________Date:_______________ 
 

Instructions:  
• Before starting an activity, please take some time to do this S.C.A.N.S. self-

assessment.  Read every item on each list.  Be honest with yourself.  If you can do 
any item so well that you know someone would pay you to do it, put a check mark in 
the “Before” column. 

• After completing and activity, please take some time to do this SCANS self-
assessment one more time.  Read and mark only the items that you feel you learned 
or improved because of this trip.  Put a check mark in the “After” column. 

 

Foundation Skills 
A. Reading Before After 

1. Locate written information.   
2. Understand information.   
3. Interpret information.   

B. Writing Before After 
1. Communicate thought in writing.   
2. Communicate idea in writing.   
3. Communicate information in writing.   
4. Create a letter.   
5. Create directions.   
6. Create a manual.   
7. Create a report.   
8. Create a graph.   
9. Create a flow chart.   

C. Arithmetic/Mathematics Before After 
1. Perform basic computations.   
2. Approach a practical problem.   
3. Choose the appropriate mathematical technique.   

D. Listening Before After 
1. Receive a verbal message/cue.   
2. Attend to verbal message/cue.   
3. Interpret a verbal message/cue.   
4. Respond to a verbal message/cue.   

E. Speaking Before After 
1. Organize ideas.   
2. Communicate orally.   
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Thinking Skills 

A. Creative Thinking Before After 
1. Locate written information.   

B. Decision Making Before After 
1. Specify goals and constraints.   
2. Generate alternatives.   
3. Consider risks.   
4. Evaluate alternatives.   

C. Problem Solving Before After 
1. Recognizing problems.   
2. Implement a plan of action.   

D. Seeing Things in the Mind’s Eye Before After 
1. Mentally organize symbols, pictures, graphs, objects, and 

other information. 
  

2. Mentally process symbols, pictures, graphs, objects, and 
other information. 

  

E. Knowing How to Learn Before After 
1. Use rules, principles and underlying relationships between 

two or more objects. 
  

2. Apply rules, principles when solving a problem.   
 

Personal Skills 
A. Responsibility Before After 

1. Exert a high level of effort.   
2. Persevere toward goal attainment.   

B. Self-Esteem Before After 
1. Believe in own self-worth.   
2. Maintain positive view of self.   

C. Sociability Before After 
1. Demonstrate understanding.   
2. Demonstrate friendliness.   
3. Demonstrate adaptability.   
4. Demonstrate empathy.   
5. Demonstrate politeness in group settings.   

D. Self-Management Before After 
1. Assess self accurately.   
2. Set personal goals.   
3. Monitor progress.   
4. Exhibit self-control.   

E. Integrity/Honesty Before After 
1. Choose ethical course of action.   
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Work Place Competencies 

A. Resources Before After 
1. Know how to allocate time.   
2. Know how to allocate money.   
3. Know how to allocate materials.   
4. Know how to allocate space.   
5. Know how to allocate staff.   

B. Interpersonal Skills Before After 
1. Work on a team.   
2. Teach others.   
3. Serve customers/others.   
4. Lead   
5. Negotiate.   
6. Work with people from culturally diverse backgrounds.   

C. Information Before After 
1. Acquire data.   
2. Evaluate data.   
3. Organize/maintain files.   
4. Interpret information.   
5. Communicate information.   
6. Use a computer to process data/information.   

D. Systems Before After 
1. Understand social, organizational, technological systems.   
2. Monitor and correct performance.   
3. Design and improve systems.   

E. Technology Before After 
1. Select equipment and tools.   
2. Apply technology to the task.   
3. Maintain and troubleshoot equipment.   

 
Additional Notes: 
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3.5 Self-Evaluation: Students are given the opportunity to do a self-evaluation using 
a generic business form.  This helps prepare you for life-long learning, self-
improvement, and the world of work. 

 

Community-based Education 
 

Self-Evaluation Form 
 

Community-based Education for Self-Sufficiency and Sustainability for Small Rural Family Farms 
 

Name: ______________________________________ File #: _________________ 
 

The self-evaluation is a personal tool to monitor and guide your growth and 
development.  If needed, please attach additional pages reference your additional comments 
to the numbered evaluation items.  This exercise gives you the chance to learn and 
understand how potential employers and supervisors might evaluate you on the job.  Review 
the S.C.A.N.S. checklists for specific details to help in doing your self-evaluations.  Use this 
knowledge and insight to improve yourself and develop your knowledge, skills, and work 
habits to become an outstanding worker.   
 

1 Academic 
Achievement 

Unable to 
Judge 

Not 
Acceptable Questionable Acceptable Very Good Superior 

      
Please give reasons and specific examples of your evaluation.  Comments may include 
observations about your academic standing, and academic awards/honors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Interpersonal 
Skills 

Unable to 
Judge 

Not 
Acceptable Questionable Acceptable Very Good Superior 

      
Please give reasons and specific examples of your evaluation.  Comments may include 
observations about your interpersonal sensitivity, cultural sensitivity, social skills, openness / 
rapport with co-workers / peers, and communication skills (both verbal and written). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Personal 
Commitment 

Unable to 
Judge 

Not 
Acceptable Questionable Acceptable Very Good Superior 

      
Please give reasons and specific examples of your evaluation.  Comments may include 
observations about your personal attitude / ethics, commitment to their goals / principles, 
dependability, reliability, initiative, and willingness to share. 
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4 
Leadership 

& 
Instructional 

Skills 

Unable to 
Judge 

Not 
Acceptable Questionable Acceptable Very Good Superior 

      
Please give reasons and specific examples of your evaluation.  Comments may include 
observations about your leadership ability, self-confidence, judgment / decision making, 
flexibility / adaptability to change, handling stress/crises 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 Personal 
Characteristics 

Unable 
to Judge 

Not 
Acceptable Questionable Acceptable Very Good Superior 

      
Please give reasons and specific examples of your evaluation.  Comments may include 
observations about your general appearance / grooming, integrity, non-verbal 
communication, degree of independence, ability to handle conflicts / disappointments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is your overall evaluation of yourself as an effective information age worker? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature: _______________________________________ Date: _________________ 
 
Print/Type your name: ______________________________ Title: _________________ 
 
Supervisor’s Name: ________________________ Organization: __________________ 
In accordance with the Family Education Rights Act of 1974, all files maintained on a 
candidate are to be made available for her/his perusal.  Accordingly, your evaluation will not 
be kept confidential.  However, it is hoped you will give an accurate assessment of the 
candidate. 
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3.6 The Teach Back: After learning a lesson, the “acid test” is to teach it back to 
someone.  You actually can learn more when you try to teach.  And the Teach Back 
is the way the RTC-TH puts this philosophy into practice.  It is a way to share your 
learning.  This is also a “force multiplier” for the RTC-TH.  As a volunteer 
organization, it is sometimes a challenge to find enough “teachers” to conduct 
lessons in the community.   
 

The true power of the Teach Back rests in its pyramid networking structure.  
• Tier 1 (Original Training Class): This is the number of students in the first 

training class.  [Note: The RTC-TH sets a maximum class size of 12.]  For this 
example, we will require each student to Teach Back to 4 other people.  These 
folks can be relatives, friends, classmates, or neighbors of any age.  The main 
point is to teach a lesson they learned to another person.  The Teach Back also 
reinforces the original lesson by repetition and hands-on practice. 

• Tier 2 (Teach Back #1): At this level, each of the original students must Teach 
Back to 4 other people.  This means 48 new people got trained for a total of 60 
for the program. 

• Tier 3 (Teach Back #2): Then each of the second tier students Teach Back to 4 
other people.  The yield is 192 new people trained for a program total of 252. 

• Tier 4 (Teach Back #3): Then each of third tier students Teach Back to 4 others.  
The yield is now 768 newly trained people for a program total of 1,010. 

• Tier 5 (Teach Back #4): Then each of the fourth tier students Teach Back to 4 
others, the yield skyrockets to 3,072 newly trained people for a program total of 
4,082 people. 

• Tier 6 (Teach Back #5): When each of the fifth tier students Teach Back to 4 
others, the result is 12,288 newly trained people for a total of 16,370 people 
trained. 

 

Tier Teach Back Array Total 
/ Tier 

Sub 
Total 

1 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+ 1+1+1+1 12 12 
2 4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4+4 48 60 
3 16+16+16+16+16+16+16+16+16+16+16+16 192 252 
4 64+64+64+64+64+64+64+64+64+64+64+64 768 1,010 
5 256+256+256+256+256+256+256+256+256+256+256+256 3,072 4,082 
6 1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024+1024 12,288 16,370 

 

Now look at the contrast to a traditional school situation.  Each year a teacher may 
have 6 periods each semester with 40 students per class for a total of 480 students 
per year.  At the end of 6 years, the 1 teacher has taught 2,880 students or about 
18% of the total taught using 5 rounds of Teach Backs in an RTC-TH Community-
based Education (CbE) program.  However, it is conceivable that a lesson or series 
of lessons could be taught in a day or over a weekend.  Thus, if each round of Teach 
Backs took place 1 week after the initial training, the 16,370 people could be trained 
in 6 weeks (or about 1/3 of a semester).  Even with a 58% failure rate (a common 
failure rate in public education programs in the US) in the Teach Back results, CbE 
still produces ~6.875 trained people or ~2.4 times more than a traditional school 
produces in 6 years (if all 100% of the public school students completed).  If we 
apply the same 58% failure rate to the public school then only 1,209 students 
complete.  When applying the 58% failure rate to both traditional school and CbE 
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results, CbE trains ~ 5.7 times more students in as little as 6 weeks in contrast to the 
6 years of a traditional school. 
 

Well, the comparison / contrast aren’t quite fair.  Traditional schools are bound to a 
multitude of sequential courses and a formal curriculum in order to synchronize with 
college entrance examinations.  The RTC-TH CbE programs are more often single 
topic training sessions.  So the programs are not really that comparable.  This is why 
the RTC-TH does NOT advocate CbE as a replacement for the traditional public 
school system.  The main point about CbE is that it can serve more students while 
simultaneously engaging them in constructive community-service and learning using 
interactive, practical, job preparatory lessons.  And for those students who are NOT 
college bound (for whatever reason), CbE prepares them to enter the work local 
workforce. 
 

Additionally, RTC-TH CbE lessons can be readily coordinated with government 
programs in alternative energy, and self-sufficient and sustainable agriculture which 
directly supports many rural economic development issues and programs.  The vast 
majority of public school programs are geared to prepare students to go on to 
college.  In reality, the vast majority of students do not go to college.  In the US, the 
majority of jobs in the US don’t really require a college diploma.  Employers may 
state a college degree is desirable or required.  But the actual job skills required are 
not taught in college.  Many employers spend much time, money, and energy 
training employees to do their jobs. 
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Community-based Education 
 

Teach-Back Log 
 

Community-based Education of, by, and for the people. 
 
 

Instructions: As a participant in an RTC-TH C-bE activity, you are expected to “teach back” a 
lesson you learned to at least 4 other students who don’t know the lesson.  Your Teach-Back 
session should be witnessed and verified by your parents, teacher, or other RTC-TH staff 
member.  During the Teach-Back, you will explain the RTC-TH C-bE program to your students 
and invite them to attend a future RTC-TH C-bE community activity.  Complete this form and 
attach a photo of you and the people involved in your Teach-Back session.  If you like, you may 
teach back to more than 4 other students.  Attach a separate sheet of paper if necessary. 
Your Name: 
Name of Lesson Taught: 
Activity learned at (activity name): Date: 
Teach-back Location / Date: 
Verified by (Name):                                                 Parent  Teacher   RTC-TH Staff 

Person(s) Taught 
Name:  
Street Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: 
Phone: E-mail: 
School: Grade: 
Did you ever attend an RTC-TH C-bE activity?  Yes    No 
   If yes, trip/activity name & date: 

 I learned about the RTC-TH C-bE            Tell me about the next RTC-TH C-bE activity 
Signature: 
 

Name:  
Street Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: 
Phone: E-mail: 
School: Grade: 
Did you ever attend an RTC-TH C-bE activity?  Yes    No 
   If yes, trip/activity name & date: 

 I learned about the RTC-TH C-bE            Tell me about the next RTC-TH C-bE activity 
Signature: 

Use back of form for more names. 
 

RTC-TH C-bE: RTC-TH C-bE is a the educational section of the Rural Training Center-Thailand 
(RTC-TH).  The RTC-TH uses innovative community-based environmental education programs 
to empowering self-sufficiency and sustainability for small rural family farms. 
 

FFI: rtc2k5@gmail.com. 
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Teach Back Log (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attach photo of teach-back participants here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional names for  

Name:  
Street Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: 
Phone: E-mail: 
School: Grade: 
Did you ever attend an RTC-TH C-bE activity?  Yes    No 
   If yes, trip/activity name & date: 

 I learned about the RTC-TH C-bE            Tell me about the next RTC-TH C-bE activity 
Signature: 
 

Name:  
Street Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: 
Phone: E-mail: 
School: Grade: 
Did you ever attend an RTC-TH C-bE activity?  Yes    No 
   If yes, trip/activity name & date: 

 I learned about the RTC-TH C-bE            Tell me about the next RTC-TH C-bE activity 
Signature: 
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4.0 SUMMARY 
 
Learning is a life-long endeavor.  The day you stop learning is the day you are no 
longer alive.  Your learning is in your hands.  It should not be limited by the school, 
textbooks, library, teachers or the curriculum.  You are in control of your mind.  Do 
not impose limits on yourself and your learning.  This guide is not comprehensive.  
You are free to explore your horizons and find your own balance to learn what you 
set your mind to learn. 
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Appendix 1: RTC-TH C-bE Trilogy Matrix 
Right columns show 

corresponding page numbers 
for topics in the different C-bE 

publications 

RTC-TH-CbE-2010-3 Guide  
RTC-TH-CbE-2010-2 Basic Study  to Self-

Learning RTC-TH-CbE-2010-1 Community-based Education Skills 
Title / Topic Page Page Page 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 1   
2.0 P.L.A.N.T. (Personal Learning and Natural Teaching). 2   
2.1 Education Defined 

3 

  
2.2 Education is Holistic    
2.3 Self-selection   
2.4 Teachers: Examples & Facilitators   
2,5 Students as Learners 

4 
  

2.6 Students as Teachers   
2.7 Ethics and Integrity   
3.0 GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF RTC-TH C-bE 5   
3.1 Self-Selection / Unconditional Acceptance    
3.2 Mutual Respect, Mutual Benefit / Thumper’s Dad’s Rule 

6 

 2 
3.3 Networking  2 
3.4 There Are No Dumb Questions   
3.5 Privileges & Responsibilities   
3.6 Teach By Example; Live And Be The Example 

7 
  

3.7 Seeking the Facts & Finding the Truth Using “FiLCHeRS”   
3.8 Caring and Sharing (Including Teach-Backs) / Synergy   
3.9 Stay Close to the People; Serve the People With All Your 
Heart 8 

  

3.10 Learning is a Life-Long Activity   
4.0 SOME EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTS 9   
4.1 Maslow’s Hierarch of Needs   
4.2 The Scientific Method 11   
4.3 General Systems Theory   
4.4 Geographic Systems Model 13   
4.5 Yin-Yang & Goldilocks 14   
4.6 Learning Styles 

15 
1 3-4 

4.7 IT-IS LITERACY 42-46 7-8 
4.8 Classification & Reclassification / Contrast   
4.9 Pattern Recognition 16   
4.10 High To Low   
4.11 Problem Solving  17 36-37 4-6 
4.12 Decision Making   
4.13 Listening & Learning 18 34-35  
4.14 Time Management 

19 
8-10  

4.15 Waste Reduction to Boost Efficiency & to Economize   
4.16 Curiosity and Learning to Be Your Own Best Teacher   
4.17 S.C.A.N.S & Self-Evaluation 

20 
6-7 14-17 

4.18 The Learning Log 40-41 13 
4.19 The Teach Back  20-23 
5.0 SUMMARY 21   
Appendix 1: RTC-TH C-bE Trilogy Matrix 22   
Appendix 2: Time / Schedule Matrix Form 23   
Appendix 3: The SCANS Check Lists 24 6-7  
Appendix 4: Learning Log 26 40-41  
Appendix 5: Teach Back Log 27   
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Appendix 2: Identifying Your Learning and Thinking Style 
(source unknown) 

Instructions: For each item, select the letter of the response that is most like you to the 
item. Put an “X” in the column on the right matching the letter of your choice. 
Item Statement A B C

1 I remember best   A) names, B) faces, C) both names and faces.    

2 I prefer to have things explained to me…A) with words, B) by showing them to me, C) both 
ways. 

   

3 I prefer classes…A) with one assignment at a time, B) where I work on many things at a 
time, C) both ways. 

   

4 I prefer classes…A) multiple choice tests, B) essay tests, C) both kinds.    

5 I am…A) not good at body language, I prefer to listen to what people say, B) good at body 
language, C) sometimes good, but other times not so good. 

   

6 I am…A) not good at thinking of funny things to say and do, B) good at thinking of funny 
things to say and do, C) sometimes good, but other times not so good. 

   

7 I prefer classes…A) where I listen to “experts”, B) in which I move around and try things, 
C) where I listen and also try things. 

   

8 I decide what I think about things…A) by looking at the facts, B) based on my 
experiences, C) both ways. 

   

9 I tend to solve problems…A) with a serious, business-like approach, B) with a playful 
approach, C) with both approaches. 

   

10 I like…A) to use proper materials to get jobs done, B) to use whatever is available to get 
jobs done, C) a little of both. 

   

11 I like my classes or work to be…A) planned so I know exactly what to do, B) open with 
opportunities, C) both planned and open to changes. 

   

12 I am…A) never inventive, B) very inventive, C) occasionally inventive.    

13 I prefer classes when I am expected…A) to learn about things I can use in the future,  
B) to learn things I can use right away, C) both kinds of classes. 

   

14 I…A) would rather not guess or play hunches, B) like to play hunches and guess,  
C) sometimes make guesses and play hunches. 

   

15 I like to express feelings and ideas…A) in plain language, B) in poetry, song, dance, art,  
C) both ways. 

   

16 I get insights from poetry, symbols, etc….A) rarely, B) usually, C) sometimes    

17 I prefer…A) solving one problem at a time, B) solving more than one problem at a time,  
C) both equally. 

   

18 
I respond more to people when…A) they appeal to my logical side, my intellect, B) when 
they appeal to my emotional aside, my feelings, C) equally respond to both kinds of 
appeal. 

   

19 I prefer to learn…A) the well established parts of a subject, B) about the unclear parts, the 
hidden possibilities, C) both ways. 

   

20 I prefer…A) analytic reading, taking ideas apart and thinking about them separately,  
B) creative reading, putting a lot of ideas together, C) both kinds of reading. 

   

21 I prefer…A) to use logic in solving problems, B) to use “gut feelings” in solving problems,  
C) both equally. 

   

22 I prefer…A) to analyze problems by reading and listening to experts, B) to see and 
imagine things when I solve problems, C) to do both. 

   

23 I’m very good at…A) explaining things with words, B) explaining things with hand 
movements and actions, C) have no preference. 

   

24 I learn best from teachers who…A) explain with words, B) explain with movement and 
actions, C) have no preference. 

   

Column subtotals for this page    
    

Item Statement A B C
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25 When I remember or think about things, I do so best with…A) words, B) pictures and 
images, C) both equally well. 

   

26 I prefer to…A) examine something that is finished and complete, B) organize and 
complete something that is unfinished, C) do both. 

   

27 I enjoy…A) talking and writing, B) drawing and handling (manipulating) things, C) do both 
equally. 

   

28 I am…A) easily lost in orienting myself (finding my way), B) good at orienting myself 
(finding my way), C) not bad at orienting myself, but not really good at finding my way. 

   

29 I am…A) primarily intellectual, B) primarily intuitive, C) both    

30 I prefer to learn…A) details and specific facts, B) from a general overview, to look at the 
whole picture, C) both ways equally. 

   

31 I read…A) for specific details and facts, B) for main ideas, C) both.    

32 I learn and remember…A) only those things specifically studied, B) details and facts in the 
environment not specifically studied, C) have noticed no difference in these areas. 

   

33 I like to read…A) realistic stories, B) fantasy stories, C) no preference.    
34 I feel it is more fun to…A) plan realistically, B) dream, C) both equally.    

35 I…A) prefer total quiet when reading or studying, B) prefer music while reading or 
studying, C) listen to music only when reading for enjoyment, not when studying. 

   

36 I would like to write…A) non-fiction books, B) fiction books, C) no preference.    

37 
If seeking mental health counseling, I would prefer…A) the confidentiality of individual 
counseling, B) group counseling and sharing of feelings with others, C) no preference for 
group over individual counseling. 

   

38 I enjoy…A) copying and filling in details, B) drawing my own images and ideas, C) both 
equally. 

   

39 It is more exciting…A) to improve something, B) to invent something, C) both are exciting.    
40 I prefer to learn…A) by examining, B) by exploring, C) both ways equally.    
41 I prefer…A) algebra, B) geometry, C) both equally.    

42 I am skilled in…A) sequencing ideas, B) showing relationships among ideas, C) both 
equally. 

   

43 I prefer…A) dogs, B) cats, C) both equally.    

44 I…A) use time to organize myself and my personal activities, B) have difficulty in pacing 
my personal activities, C) pace personal activities to time limits easily. 

   

45 I have…A) almost no mood changes, B) frequent mood changes, C) few mood changes.    
46 I am   A) almost never absentminded, B) frequently somewhat absentminded,  

C) occasionally absentminded. 
   

47 I am strong…A) in recalling verbal materials (e.g. names, dates), B) in recalling spatial 
material (e.g. locations, places), C) equally strong in both. 

   

48 I am skilled in…A) the statistical, scientific prediction of outcomes, B) the intuitive 
prediction of outcomes, C) equally strong in both. 

   

49 I prefer…A) outlining over summarizing, B) summarizing over outlining, C) have no 
preference. 

   

50 I prefer…A) verbal instructions, B) demonstrations, C) no real preference.    
Column subtotals for this page    

Scoring Your Results 1. Get the totals for each of the letters. Column total for both pages    
2 Subtract the total B’s from the total A’s.  This number can be a + or – number. 

3 
If the total for C’s is 15 or more, divide the result of Step 2 by 3 to get your final score. 
If the total for C’s is from 9-14, divide result of Step 2 by 2 to get your final score. 
If the total for C’s is less than 9, do not divide at all.  This is your final score. 

Left Brain Dominant  Whole Brain  Right Brain Dominant 
-14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +4 +6 +8 +10 +12 +14 

 Whole Brain, left favored  Whole Brain, right favored  
 

 


